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Is my child ready?

Academic Skills to Look For



Reading
Expose your child to...

Books

Songs

Nursery Rhymes

Letters

Pre-reading skills

Can say their ABC’s pronouncing 
each letter clearly 

Can write their name and identity 
each letter

Knows their last name

Can recognize and name some 
letters of the alphabet



Math
Expose your child to…

Counting and number recognition 
up to 10

Basic shapes, colors, and patterns

Days of the week and seasons

Their birthday, phone number, and 
address. 

Pre-math skills

Can count to 20

Can count at least 10 objects

Knows basic shapes, colors, and 
patterns

Relates written numbers (the 
number “3” means 3 objects)

Recognized numbers 1 - 10 



Fine Motor
Expose your child to… 

Cutting with scissors

At least 5 minutes a day

Coloring

Writing their name

Fine Motor skills

Can button their coat or sweater

Picks up food with a spoon/fork

Can catch and throw objects

Can zip a backpack, pants, and/or a 
lunch box



What Will My Child 
Learn?



Reading
Up to 40 sight words

Identifying and printing upper and lowercase letters

Identifying letter sounds

Sounds of 3 and 4 letter words

Can listen to a story and name parts of the book. Talk about 
characters, settings, and events in a story.



Math
Measurements 
Counting and writing numbers up to 20
Counting by 5’s and 10’s up to 100
Addition and subtraction
Sorting objects by size, shape, and how they are alike and different
Position words (above/below, in front/behind, next to/beside…)
Name two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes
Create and continue patterns



Fine Motor

Handwriting 

Using top to bottom strokes when writing letters

Coloring within the lines



Speech Services



How Are Students Identified?
A speech/language screening will take place for all incoming students 
during Kindergarten registration. 
What does the screening assess?

Articulation Expressive/Receptive Language
Auditory processing Fluency
Voice

If a delay is identified, a permission to elevate will be sent for 
one-on-one testing. Depending on results, your child may qualify for 
speech services.



Articulation

Articulation is the production of sounds

Commonly delayed sounds include:

Pre-K: P, B, M, W, H, WH, T, D, N, ING, Y, and H

Kindergarten: K, G, F, V

1st grade: SH, CH, J, L 

2nd grade: S, Z, R, TH



Other Screening Areas
Expressive language: What you say 

Receptive Language: What you understand

Auditory Processing: A neurological defect that affects how the brain 
processes spoken language. This makes it difficult for a child to 
process verbal instructions or even filter out background noise. 

Fluency: Stuttering 

Voice: A medical condition involving abnormal pitch, loudness or 
quality of sound production.  



Schedule your kindergarten 
screening now! 

To schedule call 724-796-1551 x 2000


